
Initial Investigations into the Relevance of Locations of Class 2 Stones 
 

 
Having identified seven specific “aspects” for the physical locations of Class 2 Stones: 
1 - Church interior / foundations / wall; 2 - Churchyard / graveyard; 3 - Church or chapel 
nearby; 4 - Manse; 5 - In a field; 6 - In foundations of buildings; 7 - In a raised or open area, 
common threads were then sought. 
 

 What several locations have in common is a proximity to water. Temples of Mithras 
(Mithraea) are generally found near water and Christian practices use water e.g. for 
baptism. 

 

 There appears to be an association with a Saint which might be with a particular 
Stone or a Church - investigations could reveal which and there could be a dating 
prospect. 

 

 Several Stones are in a raised or open area - arguably giving a connection with the 
use of a Stone in the context of an Open-Air Mithraeum or place of worship - which 
could also apply to a church. A separate webpage considers relevance of Stones in a 
raised or open area. 

 
 
Initial investigations considered proximity to water and / or any association with a Saint. 
Stones were then placed into two Groups - 1) near a “formal belief structure” (basically 
churches and churchyards) or 2) not near a formal belief structure. 
 
 
Group 1 (near a formal belief structure) - commentary on initial investigations - 
 
Sub-dividing the “formal belief structure” Group into four Sets - to identify any significance 
of proximity to water and/or association with a Saint - gave the result below with the 

number of Stones versus combinations. 

 
 

  Near Water   

  Yes No   

Association 
with a 
Saint 

Yes 4 (1) 12 (2) Number of Stone 
Locations by Set(x) 

No 6 (3) 15 (4) 

 
 
Set 1 - Stones within proximity of water and having an association with a Saint = 4. 
As a stand-alone Set a strong significance of proximity to water and association with a Saint 
does not suggest any specific qualities or patterns for these Stones. They all demonstrate the 
use of their surfaces as a Shared Space for two beliefs. For Alyth and Fordoun there is the 
possibility of these not only being early examples of locations for Christian worship but 
perhaps being at the beginning of the move from outdoors to indoors worship. 

https://pictishsymbolstones.com/class-2-stones-physical-locations/
https://pictishsymbolstones.com/the-open-air-mithraeum/
https://pictishsymbolstones.com/stones-in-a-raised-or-open-area/
https://pictishsymbolstones.com/stones-in-a-raised-or-open-area/


Set 2 - Stones within proximity of water but not having an association with a Saint = 12. 
Any perceived “significance” for these Stones being close to water is considered in the 
context of religious belief and practice. For example baptism in Christianity and the 
proximity with water for Temples of Mithras. As such the specific locations reinforce their 
use as a gathering place for pursuing a religious belief.  
 
For Mithraism this has been described by the author as an Open-Air (or outdoor) Mithraeum 
whereby the Symbol Stone is the terrestrial part of the Mithraeum with its skyward view 
towards the planets and celestial sphere. 
 
For Christianity the use of a Stone with a Cross would have served as an outside place of 
assembly for worship later progressing indoors to a church. Of the 23 identified locations 
above 16 are near churches. 
 
 
Set 3 - Stones not within proximity of water but having an association with a Saint = 6. 
Association with a Saint could have been within the time period of a Symbol Stone’s 
appearance and its use as an outdoors place of Christian worship, it may have been 
dedicated some time shortly after the Saint’s life or it may be years after when a church was 
built. Not being within proximity to water appears to have no particular significance. 
 
 
Set 4 - Stones not within proximity of water nor having an association with a Saint = 15. 
Interestingly there are more Stones in this Set than the other three and nothing outstanding 
suggests any reasons why. 
 
 
Group 2 (not near a formal belief structure) - commentary on initial investigations:- 
Altogether there are 12 Class 2 Stones that are not near a formal belief structure - over half 
are close to water, a third are in a raised or open area and (perhaps surprisingly) 2 have an 
association with a Saint. Despite each of these Group 2 Stones not being near a formal belief 
structure there is no reason to assume that they could not have been used in the full sense 
of Transition Stones. 
 
Conclusions from these initial investigations:- 
Collectively the Saint associations for these Stones suggests, for some, a broad dating for a 
move from outdoors to indoors worship on the basis that the Saint association is with a 
church not a Stone. This is explored in more detail in the Association with a Saint web page. 
 
Overall it was concluded that patterns or pathways to any interpretations from this Group 
and Set approach was not going to provide meaningful outcomes. Evaluating the content 
and locations of Stones, on a per Stone basis, followed by a bigger picture view, seemed to 
be a better approach. As such, detail of Stones is not given in this webpage as each is 
comprehensively covered in Synopses and Evaluations. However, the complete collection of 
material used for analysis in this webpage is available from the author. 

https://pictishsymbolstones.com/the-open-air-mithraeum/
https://pictishsymbolstones.com/association-with-a-saint-2/
https://pictishsymbolstones.com/synopses-and-evaluations/
https://pictishsymbolstones.com/author-bibliography-and-copyright/

